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DESTINATION SCOTLAND:  DISCUSSION AND DESSERT 
 

Have you been to Scotland since the pandemic? 

Are you hoping to take a trip to Scotland one of these days? 
 

If your answer to either of these questions is YES, then mark your calendar for 

Saturday, February 25th, when we talk about PRACTICAL TIPS FOR 

SCOTTISH TRAVEL. And if your answer to both questions is NO, then mark 

your calendar for February 25th anyway to enjoy the company of other members, 

the discussion about Scotland, and the desserts brought by members at the first 

regular Society in-person meeting since the pandemic. 
 

Here are the details.  The meeting will start at 7 pm in the Ocean Terrace, which 

is the cozy meeting room at the Hokua Condominium at 1288 Ala Moana 

Blvd.   Reservations required. Please contact Kevin Campbell Bogan to 

make your reservation and to be sure we have a chair for you. Email 

Kevin.bogan@gmail.com or call him at 808-778-4697.                
 

If you wish, bring a potluck dessert to share (not a full meal item). Paper goods, 

utensils, and drinks such as hot and cold tea will be provided.  Also please bring either 1) a Question about Scottish 

travel or 2) a Tip that may make Scottish Travel easier, more comfortable, or more interesting for everyone.  This 

question or tip is your ticket to the evening and will be placed with others in an appropriate hat. 
 

A small panel of Caledonians will give short presentations, each on one aspect of travel in Scotland (not 

travelogues).  After the presentations, we will draw questions from the QUESTION hat (Shades of Harry Potter!). 

The panel and others will produce answers to those questions that have not yet been answered in the 

presentations.  We will conclude by making a group list of tips for Scottish travel starting with the tips in the TIP 

HAT. 
 

Hokua is on the corner of Ala Moana Blvd. and Queen St. across from the IBM building.  Parking is behind the building—turn 

onto Queen St., then right just after Auahi St. and before the park on the right. There is no charge for parking. Head to the lobby 

and security will direct you to the Ocean Terrace.  

 

 SCOTTISH EDUCATION RESEARCH GRANT--SERG 
 

In 2012 our SERG recipient, Billy O’Brien, traveled to Eigg, Skye, and Lewis in the Outer Hebrides to work with organic farms. 

Billy’s project was to explore the culture and lifestyle of Scottish rural communities and farmers doing organic and small-scale 

farming. He wants “to document the lifestyle of the Scottish rural community through its farmers, with a focus on the farm and its 

relation to the place.”  

We recently reached out to him and here is his response: I'm doing great, currently living in California and am in graduate school at 

San Francisco State University working on a Master's in Geographic Information Science focusing on grazing land in the Sierra 

Nevada. I've been involved with agriculture in some way or another since moving out here in 2015 but hope to move back to Hawaii 

someday soon!  

SERG information and application requirements can be found on our website www.scotsinhawaii.org. and is open to students ages 18-

26, a Hawaii resident, and have an enthusiasm for learning about Scottish culture or history—traveling to Scotland is not required.   

     

mailto:Kevin.bogan@gmail.com
http://www.scotsinhawaii.org/
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Chieftain’s Column: From the Craig 
I was very excited at the turnout of our first in-person Burns Night since 2020. With over 100 

guests, there was a very upbeat feeling that our highlight event of the year was back on track 

and a great success. What was important for me was that there were 22 different members and 

guests involved in the program and that did not include all the band members. While we had 

to move to a buffet dinner, the Waikiki Yacht Club provided an excellent meal. Mahalo to 

Nancy Smiley for getting us the venue. Mahalo also to board member Jeremy McOuat, who 

solved our major challenge of providing haggis with the dinner. Jeremy used his culinary 

talents to provide both meat and vegan haggis. I am hopeful that the balance of our event year 

will draw a larger attendance than we’ve had during the virtual events over the past couple of 

years. Be sure to put the events on your calendars as they come up. Slàinte, Bruce 
 

Member News      St. Patrick’s Day Parade
November Birthdays George T. Allan, Pamela 

Asbury-Smith, Linda Campbell, Lillian Cunningham, 

Elspeth Kerr, Jim Redmond, Karen Thompson, and 

Helen Wynn. 

December Birthdays Jeannie Ferrier, Reiko 

Harris, Aric Harris, Robert Lormand, Susan MacKinnon, 

Larry Phillips, and Keene Rees. 

January Birthdays Arlene Holmes-Henderson, 

Michael Meideros, Kurt Melow, and Tina Yap.  

February Birthdays Gregg Fraser. 
 

Note: If your birthday is in November, December, January, or February, and 

you don’t see your name listed here, we probably don’t have it in our 

database. We want to celebrate your special month too, so please contact 

Kevin Campbell Bogan at 808-778-4697 or by email at 

kevin.bogan@gmail.com .  

 

Carol Anne Gordon invites interested members to help 

celebrate her mother Mary Alice Hurd’s 96th birthday at an 

open house on Sunday, March 12th from 1:00 – 4:00 at 

Honolulu Coffee Company, 1800 Kapiolani Blvd. Happy 

Birthday Mary Alice! 
 

PBS The Real Adam Smith 
The video The Real Adam Smith: Morality and Markets, and 

The Real Adam Smith: Ideas that changed the World   is airing 

on PBS and YouTube.  Adam Smith (1723-1790) was a Scottish 

economist who is considered the “father of economics” and “the 

father of capitalism.” The show includes lots of nice Scottish 

touches as the American moderator learns about Scotland. 
 

The National Trust for Scotland is presenting a 

podcast titled Love Scotland. A different historical tale or 

person is presented with each episode. These episodes include 

Flora MacDonald: Young Rebel; Seabird survival: battling 

avian flu; Scotland in the First World War: the homes that 

became hospitals to support the war effort; and Iona and the 

Vikings: how raids on Iona introduced a new age.  Find the 

podcast at http://nts.org.uk/stories/for-the-love-of-scotland-

podcasts. (Scotland magazine. Issue 126, March 2023, pg. 9) 

Friday, March 17, 2023, is set for the 56th annual St. 

Patrick’s Day Parade in Waikiki. Please join Chieftain 
Bruce McEwan and other Caledonian members for the 

short walk down 

Kalakaua Ave. to 

Kapiolani Park with 

other Celtic associations. 

Meet from 10:30 am at 

Fort DeRussy on 

Kalakaua Ave between 

Olohana Street and 

Saratoga Rd. The parade 

steps off at noon.  
         St. Patrick’s Day Parade 2022.           

Contact Bruce to join the parade 808-538-7707 
 

Haggis making January 25, 2023 
 

 
     Susan Anderson helping in the kitchen 

 
Chef Jeremy McOuat cooking the haggis

mailto:kevin.bogan@gmail.com
http://nts.org.uk/stories/for-the-love-of-scotland-podcasts
http://nts.org.uk/stories/for-the-love-of-scotland-podcasts
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Burns Night January 25, 2023 

A great night it was at the Waikiki Yacht Club for our first in-person Burns Dinner since COVID had us glued to Zoom for our annual 

event! Jeremy McOuat slaved all Saturday with Susan Anderson & Bruce McEwan at the St. Andrews Cathedral Davies Hall kitchen to 

make the haggis. All three made it to the Club for the Celtic Pipes & Drums to start off the evening. Keoki Kerr was our Master of 

Ceremonies, grace was given by Dr. Fran Wiebenga, and then the haggis was piped in by Dan Quinn with Chef McOuat and Poosie 

Nancy (Jamie McOuat), with Stuart Donachie giving his boisterous rendition of the Address to the Haggis. Toasts to Scotland (Kevin 

Bogan), the U.S. (Chris Haig), and Hawaii (Hardy Spoehr) were given with some history behind each toast. There were poems read by 

Susan MacKinnon & Carol Anne Gordon, and dancing by the Royal Scottish Country Dance Society. There was music by Lisa Gomes 

(fiddle) and Joe Guilfoyle (guitar), Toasts to the Lasses & Reply given by Larry & Jackie Phillips and Burns songs by James McCarthy. 

2023 Scot of the Year Brian Richardson gave The Toast to the Immortal Memory, titled The Life & Times of Robert Burns, which was 

a meditation on memory & printing. Keoki led us in Auld Lang Syne to finish a splendid night celebrating The Bard. Stay with us to 

enjoy next year’s Burns Night January 27, 2024! 
 

              
Lillian Cunningham & Chieftain McEwan      Haggis piped in by Dan Quinn, Chef McOuat, Jamie McOuat     Chef Jeremy McOuat   

 

                  
           Morris Thorpe hands a mic to Stuart Donachie        Helping Stuart be heard for the Address to the Haggis.  

 

 

 

 
    

             “ Gie her a Haggis!” 
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                       Jackie & Larry Phillips give The Toast to the Lasses,                     Jeannie Ferrier & Janice Choate-Zavakos 

         and Reply from the Lasses      

 

            
    Heather MacGregor, Issac Row, Janice Choate-Zavakos, Joel Jessen Lisa Gomes, Carol Anne Gordon & Joe Guilfoyle 

                   Morris Thorpe, Reiko Harris and Aric Harris 

 

                                     
 Chieftain McEwan awards the Scot of the Year                 Akemi & Stuart Donachie    M/C Keoki Kerr with Elspeth Kerr 

                        to Brian Richardson.  

The Burns Night celebration couldn’t be accomplished without the impressive help from our member volunteers. The committee: Susan Anderson, 

Jackie & Larry Phillips, Bruce McEwan, Susan MacKinnon, Brian Richardson, & Lillian Cunningham. The haggis making: Chef Jeremy McOuat, 

Bruce McEwan, & Susan Anderson. The program was organized by Chieftain McEwan. Thank you to all who agreed to have a part.  

Special thanks to the Celtic Pipes & Drums, the Royal Scottish Country Dance Society, Lisa Gomes & Joe Guilfoyle, and James McCarthy.    

Finally, thank you to Nancy Smiley for sponsoring the evening at the Waikiki Yacht Club. 
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   Kevin Bogan giving the Toast to Scotland     Hardy Spoehr gave the Toast to Hawaii        Chris Haig gave the Toast to the US –  

                        Here with Susan MacKinnon 

                        
  The Celtic Pipes and Drums open the evening with a rousing medley of tunes.      Maryellen Markley with 

                  Robin Sagadraca 

 

           
    Royal Scottish Country Dance Society—Elizabeth Ratliff, Bruce McEwan, Kristin Rivers, Yumiko Ishida, Mary Braffet & Michael McIntosh 

 

                     
Fiddler Lisa Gomes with guitarist  The pipe band enjoys a well-deserved dinner             James McCarthy sings      

             Joe Guilfoyle            Burns tunes  

              

 

The pictures in this issue were taken by Janice Choate-Zavakos, Jamie McOuat, and Bruce McEwan. Mahalo! 
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     Mary Alice Hurd (95) with             Carol Anne Gordon & Kevin Bogan  Susan Anderson with her guest  

           Eri, her caregiver             CAG read Burns’ poem “To A Mouse”        

                    
     Elspeth Kerr & Adrienne King               Tory & Kristin Laitila, Kevin Bogan with                Larry Coleman with Joyce Spoehr   

        John & Rita Thompson (front)               ( 

             
Manny Manchester, Chris Harmes, Nancy Smiley          (Back) Fran Wiebenga, Susan MacKinnon,     

Kevin Bogan & Janice Choate-Zavakos       Grace Wiebenga-Sanford, Lillian Cunningham, 

          (Front) Mary O’Brien Ichikawa, Bonnie Dombeck, 

                        and Jeannie Ferrier   

                 

 
Joyce & Hardy Spoehr, Kevin Bogan, John, Rita & Karen Thompson,            Jackie & Larry Phillips and their guests for the evening 

                Kristin & Tory Laitila, and James McCarthy    
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WORLD HERITAGE SITES—Pre-Hogmanay 12/29/22 
 

The Caledonian Society welcomed 2023 with a Pre-Hogmanay meeting via Zoom on Thursday, December 29, 

2022.  Hogmanay, of course, is January 31, New Year's Eve in Scotland.  After hearing briefly about Hogmanay 

traditions from Chieftain McEwan, we were introduced to the six World Heritage Sites in Scotland as selected 

by UNESCO.  Members of the Society Council reported on each of the sites and what each site shows about our 

human or natural heritage. 
 

ST KILDA is an isolated archipelago about 40 miles west-northwest of North Uist, 

which is now populated mostly by sea birds but contains spectacular 

scenery.  Physical evidence shows that humans lived and survived here for perhaps 

more than 2 millennia, but the recorded population has never been more than 180 

people, who were almost completely isolated from other humans and developed their 

own traditions.  In 1930, the remaining 36 residents, citing isolation and fierce 

weather, asked to leave, and were evacuated to mainland Scotland.  The entire 

archipelago, now owned and maintained by The Scottish National Trust, was named 

a UNESCO World Heritage site for both natural and cultural qualities.   
Reported by Janice Choate-Zavakos.        Map from Wikipedia 

 

The Orkney Islands, off the northern coast of Scotland, are celebrated to contain THE HEART OF 

NEOLITHIC ORKNEY.  This Heart consists of four sites on the Island of Mainland: Skara Brae, a domestic 

settlement made of stone; Maeshow (pronounced maze-how), a chambered tomb; The Stones of Stenness, a 

circle and henge standing to form an early example of this type of monument; and the Ring of Brodgar, a great 

stone circle placed in a natural amphitheater.  These prehistoric monuments form one of Western Europe's richest 

surviving Neolithic landscapes and give us incredible insights into the society, skills and spiritual beliefs of the 

people who built these monuments.  Reported by Jill Ackerman and Kevin Bogan.  
 

Most people have heard of Hadrian's Wall located in modern-

day England, but less well known is the ANTONINE 

WALL.  Built 20 years later in 142 AD, it traversed the 

isthmus between Clyde and Forth in modern-day Scotland, 

and represented the northernmost border of the Roman 

Empire at that time.   
  The Bridgeness Slab—the easternmost distance slab--Wikipedia 

 

It was built to keep those "barbaric Caledonians" to the north out!  It was quickly abandoned upon the death of 

Emperor Antonius Pius who commissioned it, and even today the remains of buildings and personal artifacts are 

being excavated.  Reported by Karen Thompson 
 

NEW LANARK FACTORY AND WORKER COMPLEX, which is about 25 miles southeast of Glasgow, on 

the river near the Falls of Clyde, was named a Scottish World Heritage Site because it integrated architectural 

planning with concern for employees in the early stages of the industrial revolution.  It provided facilities for the 

spiritual, social, and physical needs of the factory workers and their families and supported worker reform with 

sick leave, housing for factory workers, and infant school for their children.  It was the largest cotton factory in 

the world, coming thus at a significant stage in human history. Reported by Susan Anderson. 
 

EDINBURGH OLD TOWN AND NEW TOWN form the center of the city of Edinburgh so today residents 

live and work in areas that still maintain some of their original character.  Old Town is the Royal Mile from the 

top of Castle Hill to Holyrood Palace at the foot, and its surroundings, a medieval jumble of cobbled streets, tall 

tenements, closes and wynds built before the 17th century.  New Town contains elegant classical Georgian streets 

lined with graceful residences, and gardens commissioned and built in the 18th and 19th centuries.  The modern 

visitor can get a feel for urban street life in both historical periods and also visit domestic interiors in each 
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town.  The Scottish National Trust maintains both the 16th century tenement, Gladstone's Land, in Old Town and 

the 18th century, Georgian House, in New Town and welcomes visitors to both.  Reported by Lillian Cunningham 
 

THE FORTH BRIDGE is an arched steel railway bridge 

across the Firth of Forth north of Edinburgh completed in 

1890.  What we would like people to remember is that 

UNESCO inscribed the Forth Bridge as a World Heritage 

Site on July 5, 2015, recognizing it as an extraordinary and 

impressive milestone in bridge design and construction 

during the period when railways came to dominate long-

distance land travel. Reported by Jackie and Larry Phillips           

          The Forth Bridge, Firth of Forth  
      Wikipedia 

 
 

More pictures from Burns Night 2023 
 

                
                        Sam & Adrienne King, Beryl & Jack Pomeroy    Isaac Row, Joel Jessen and Morris Thorpe 

  
 

 
 

And finally, a Toast to The Life & Times of Robert Burns--Slàinte 
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